VENUE
The Symposium will be held at THE SYDNEY HARBOUR MARRIOT HOTEL - 30 Pitt St Sydney, NSW 2000.

The Hotel is offering special accommodation rates to delegates. To secure these rates please visit our website www.aacfp.com.au and book using the customised hotel link. Please note hotel rooms are limited. AACP Australia cannot guarantee accommodation.

REGISTRATION DETAILS
REGISTER ONLINE at www.aacfp.com.au

FULL REGISTRATION INCLUDES:
3 Days registration includes entry to all sessions for the full three days, Morning tea, afternoon tea and lunch each day. Conference bag plus access to the event App. Welcome Cocktail Evening on Friday 13th March 2020.

FOR CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT THE CPD HOURS ARE:
CPD for 3 days Anticipated 21 hours
AACP MEMBER REGISTRATION $2095 INCL GST
NON MEMBER EARLY BIRD 1 $2295 INCL GST MAR 13TH DEC 15TH 2019
NON MEMBER EARLY BIRD 2 $2395 INCL GST DEC 16TH TO FEB 10TH 2020
NON MEMBER $2495 INCL GST FEB 11TH 2020 ONWARDS

CANCELLATION POLICY
AACP Australian Chapter reserves the right to cancel any portion of the conference if needed. Should you need to cancel the AACP must be notified by February 25th 2020. All cancellations must be received in writing. In this case $150 will be deducted from your refund. Cancellations after this date will be subject to a 50% fee per attendee.

A Facial Pain Course with a DIFFERENCE!

FACIAL PAIN IS A COMPLEX TOPIC. LOOK, LISTEN AND LEARN FROM WORLD CLASS EDUCATORS.

THERE IS A LOT OF INFORMATION TO PROCESS AND ONCE YOU GET BACK TO WORK IT CAN BE VERY DIFFICULT TO REMEMBER THE SUBTLE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT FACIAL NERVE, MUSCLE OR HEADACHE CONDITIONS. IN THIS COURSE WE BRING SOME OF THE WORLD’S BEST CLINICIANS TO YOU AND PUT YOU IN THE CLINIC WITH THEM.

THIS COURSE FEATURES A RETURN OF WORLD CLASS EDUCATORS INCLUDING PROFESSORS DAN CLAUW, TARA RENTON, GARY HEIR, RAFAEL BENOLIEL AND DR MAYOOR PATEL. YOU WILL LEARN FROM THE BEST, AND THAT LEARNING WILL BE REINFORCED EACH DAY WITH CASE STUDIES AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS THAT ILLUSTRATE THE DAY’S TOPICS. YOU WILL GET TO LEARN WHAT TO DO, LOOK AT HOW IT’S DONE, AND THEN LISTEN TO THE PANEL OF EXPERTS DISCUSS ACTUAL CASES. YOU CAN RETURN TO WORK READY TO FIND YOUR CASES AND UNDERSTAND THEIR TREATMENT NEEDS.

CONTACT US
www.facebook.com/AACPAustralianChapter
conference@aacfp.com.au
www.aacfp.com.au
TARA RENTON
Dr. Tara Renton obtained her Master of Dental Science in Oral Surgery from Melbourne University and her PhD on Trigeminal Nerve Injuries from Kings College London.

Today she is a Registered Oral Surgery Specialist and Professor in Oral Surgery at Kings College London. Among other memberships of professional societies, she serves as the President of the British Association of Oral Surgeons and is an elected Board Member of the Royal College of Surgeons. Tara is the editor of four books, 24 book chapters and more than 140 peer reviewed publications. She frequently lectures internationally on a variety of topics, among them Orofacial Pain and Neuroscience, Medical Complexity and the Ageing Population, Third molar surgery and Patient Safety.

GARY HEIR
Gary is the Program and Clinic Director, Center for Temporomandibular Disorders and Orofacial Pain, Department of Diagnostic Services Rutgers University School of Dental Medicine Newark, New Jersey, and Co-Director and Clinical Professor Rutgers Orofacial Pain Fellowship and Masters in Dental Science Graduate Program. Gary is a Clinical Professor at Rutgers University School of Dental Medicine, and a Visiting Professor, Faculty of Medicine, Orofacial Pain Team Clinical Hospital University of São Paulo, Brazil. Gary has been an active member of the MAPP group and has been the Vice Chair, New Jersey Governor’s Lyme Disease Advisory Council.

MAYOOR PATEL
Dr Mayoor Patel is an experienced practitioner in the area of Craniofacial Pain, Temporomandibular Disorders (TMD) and Dental Sleep Medicine. It is Dr Patel’s goal to help dentists around the globe to better understand their role in diagnosing and managing patients with craniofacial pain and TMD as well as providing services in dental sleep medicine. Since 2006, Dr Patel has been an active lecturer—sharing information with dentists from all areas. As a lecturer, Dr Patel works with other dentists to enhance their practice and expand their experience so that they can continue to offer their patients superior dental health care. In 2018 he was awarded the AACFP Hayden Stack Prize for services to Education for his lecturing.

RAMESH BALASUBRAMANIAM
Professor Ramesh Balasubramaniam is an Oral Medicine Specialist with expertise in temporomandibular disorders, orofacial pain and dental sleep medicine.

He has numerous peer reviewed publications, co-authored several chapters and co-edited two textbooks notably "Contemporary Oral Medicine". In addition, Ramesh has an extensive background as a reviewer for several peer-reviewed journals. Ramesh has an associate professor at the University of Western Australia Dental School and is actively involved in teaching and research.

He has lectured extensively both nationally and internationally. Ramesh is president of the Oral Medicine Academy of Australasia (2019-2022). He also has public appointments at the Oral Health Centre of Western Australia and the Perth Children’s Hospital.

TOBY NEWTON-JOHN
A/Prof Newton-John is a Senior Clinical Psychologist who has been involved in chronic pain treatment and research since 1993. He completed his clinical training in psychology at the University of Sydney, and a PhD at the University of London.

He has held clinical psychology positions with pain clinics at St Thomas Hospital, London, The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, London, and chief psychologist role at the UK’s first pain program at Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney.

He established and managed the multidisciplinary Inpatient Pain Programme in Newcastle before joining Northern Pain Centre as a founding member.

A/Prof Newton-John is a Senior Lecturer in Clinical Psychology at University of Technology, Sydney, an Associate Editor for Australian Psychologist and a reviewer for the journals Pain, Journal of Pain and European Journal of Pain and Series Editor for the Textbook of American Psychologist (American Psychological Association) 2nd edition of the textbook on Clinical Pain Management. He has published over 40 peer reviewed scientific papers, reviews and book chapters.

DANIEL CLAUW
Daniel Clauw M.D is a Professor of Medicine, Neurology and Psychiatry. He attended undergraduate and medical school at Michigan, and then did his internal medicine residency and rheumatology fellowships at Georgetown University, where he eventually held roles including Chief of Rheumatology and Vice Chair of Medicine. He moved back to Michigan in 2002, bringing with him one of the leading pain research groups. This group has helped identify the prominent central nervous system contributions to a number of chronic pain disorders, as well as the most effective pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments for chronic pain.

Dr. Clauw was also the first PI of the UM CTSA award and Associate Dean for Clinical and Translational Research, and founding director of MICHR. Although he stepped down from these latter roles in 2005 to re-direct his own research, he remains very active in institutional clinical research training programs and is a very active and recognized mentor of clinical and translational researchers.

DEAN WATSON
Having treated Secondary (Cervicogenic) and Primary Headache exclusively since 1991, Dean has over 28000 hours of clinical experience with 8000 patients. He is the founder of the Watson Headache® Approach, Professor of the Watson Headache® Clinic and Watson Headache® Institute.

Dean’s PhD investigated the role of cervical affereents in Primary Headache. He has published in Cephalalgia and Headache and presented as an invited speaker on numerous occasions at national and international meetings. Dean has presented courses to manual therapists nationally and internationally (20 countries) since 1995.

Dean remains an active clinician, teacher, researcher (University of South Australia) and is an Adjunct Lecturer at the University of South Australia.

Dean’s clinical experience and research suggests that cervical affereents are not only responsible for Cervicogenic Headache but a potential source of central sensitisation in TMD presentations and Primary Headache conditions.